
This is a summery of what appears in the textbook from page 65 
You must study this work as it is examinable. 
 
Core issues: 
[1] How do Religions respond to the universal questions that people tend 
to ask. [example: Why was i born? What is the meaning of life?] 
[2] What is common to all religions? 
[3] The link between religions and the topical issues in society. 
[Example: What do religions say about using drugs like Cannabis?] 
 
Unit one: Aspects in understanding Religions 
Religious language: 
Religious knowledge is sometimes difficult to express. 
Why? 
Because God/Gods/the Divine/uThixo/Supreme 
Being/Truth/Goodness/Beauty/Nirvana/Heaven are intangible [cannot be 
touched or seen] 
 
Religious language is symbolic language. The words represent something 
that is actually impossible to put into words. For example: Have you ever 
tried explaining to another person what it feels like to be in love? It is 
impossible to do this unless the person who is listening to you has had a 
similar experience. In the same way putting a religious experience into 
words is trying to do something that is actually impossible since finding the 
right words is impossible. You find the best words that you can while trying 
to explain. Often the best that you can do is to use symbolic language that 
might not be very clear, but if you have had a similar religious experience 
then the symbolic language makes complete sense to you.  
Example: A person says that they felt the touch of God and it felt like they 
were suddenly at peace with the whole universe.  
Someone who has never had such an experience will be thinking: ‘What 
the hell does that mean?’ 
Someone who has had a similar experience will say: “Oh yes! Definately!’ 



 
Religious Symbols: 
A symbol has value through what it represents. 
For Example: The Cross is a strange symbol to represent Christianity. In 
fact, for the first 150 odd years of Christianitys existence the Cross was not 
used as a symbol. Why use it? It’s like using a hangman’s rope as a 
symbol. Or using the wooden block and executioners axe that was used to 
cut criminals’ heads off. Remember, the cross was used by the Greeks and 
Romans to execute criminals in a particularly painful and horrific manner. 
So how can a major world religion use an executioner’s tool to represent 
the religion?  
The answer is: What does the Cross symbolically represent?  
It represents the single greatest act of love in human history. God’s Son 
willingly sacrificed Himself to take upon Himself all the sin of the Human 
race. Not just the people alive at that time, but all sin. All the sin of 
everyone who has ever lived and who will ever live. This sacrifice worked, 
because God the Father resurrected the Son to show that He accepted the 
sacrifice. This mind-blowing concept is what Christians recognise everytime 
that they see the cross, because they understand what it symbolises.  
 
Symbols allow believers to express a connection between themselves and 
things that are greater than themselves. Symbols allow us to feel closer to 
God, just like nature does when we see a beautiful sunset, or sit in a quiet 
garden.  
 
Ritual and prayer: 
Believers also use rituals and prayer to connect to God. This is something 
that you actively do.  
Religious rituals are a set of actions that are used to perform a particular 
action. Example: A baptism, or a funeral, communal prayer, mass, 
weddings.  
Rituals are usually traditional, since they have been done for years or even 
centuries.  



Rituals and prayer bring followers together and make them feel as if they 
are part of a unique family/Faith.  
Rituals and prayer are how people express their search for meaning in 
life/their search for God. 
You can tell alot about a religion by studying its rituals. 
 
Sacred texts: 
People pass on their religious experiences either by writing them down 
[written texts], or by speaking to others [oral traditions]. This is used to 
strengthen the faith of people in your own religion and can also be used to 
convert people into your religion.  
 
Guidelines: 
Religions have moral codes which state how you are meant to live your life 
and treat other people. For example: the Ten Commandments, or the 
Beatitudes. This is meant to be a way of life so that your moral code 
controls your actions and so shows the whole world what your religion 
stands for.  
 
The next lesson will be dealing with page 68 and following.  


